Are your leaders ready and able to achieve your strategy?
Are your employees engaged and aligned?

Caliber Leadership Systems has the answers.
ABOUT CALIBER
Most organizational effectiveness consultants look at an organization through a
single lens and from only one perspective. They see merely a machine with
systems to be managed and adjusted. Or, they may focus solely on the behaviours
that you want to change without considering the systems and emotions behind
the behaviours.
At Caliber, we take a holistic approach to your organization’s development and get
to the systemic causes that get in the way of the organic growth of your business.
We bring our Authentic Processes to your organization and customize them to
meet your unique needs. We ensure the approach we take is aligned with your
organizations needs, identity, vision and values.
Authentic Organization Process
Our comprehensive Authentic Organization Process is designed to help leaders
build their organization authentically and purposefully over time. Organized in five
phases, it is a deliberate, step-by-step process that includes: strategy, objectives
and goal setting; assessment and interpretation; information gathering; program
and process design; training and coaching; planning, designing, and executing
new processes, systems, and people practices. Here are some of the components:
STRATEGY & CULTURE
We understand the first step is always to define the desired future state –
what we want to achieve and what it will look like when we get there.
From this place, we help you to determine the roadmap to get there.
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
We help you develop authentic leadership practices aligned with your
organizations identity, culture and strategy. We ensure your have the
leadership capacity to deliver on your strategy.
TALENT STRATEGIES
We build straightforward talent management processes that ensure you
have the human resources you need to grow and prosper. We design
competitive compensation and performance management systems to help
you build and sustain a culture that supports your strategy.

CALIBER SERVICES

Is your business achieving it’s potential business?

At Caliber, we specialize in organizations undergoing significant growth, radical
change or evolution of the business, as well as those experiencing conflict and
dysfunction within their leadership team. Our expertise includes working with
entrepreneurial firms, publicly traded global enterprises, government agencies and
not-for profit organizations.
We don't just provide unique insight; we work with you all the way to ensure
improvements are embedded in your organizational practices to sustain your
growth or expedite your transition. We don't just tell you how to be a powerful
organization - we move you along the path to becoming one.

OUR SERVICES
Our services come under familiar headings; however, it is our unique approach to
these services that create powerful companies. In everything we do, we leverage
the power of neuroscience to help organizations to realize their full potential.
STRATEGY AND CULTURE





Vision, Values and Strategy Development Facilitation
Culture Assessment & Development including Culture – Brand Alignment
Engagement Surveys & Services
Organizational Design

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE




Authentic Leadership Process
Leadership & Team Development including Coaching
Leadership Diagnostics & Assessments

TALENT SYSTEMS





Talent Risk Management
Performance Management & Rewards
Career Development
Succession Management & Selection

For more information, contact us:
Caliber Leadership Systems
422 – 283 Danforth Avenue
T: 416.406.3939
hhilliard@caliberleadership.com
www.caliberleadership.com

CALIBER SERVICES

EXPERTS IN GROWTH & TRANSITION

